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sometimes by changing the main subject to make it the same as
that of the gerund, sometimes by other recasting.
... an excellent arrangement for a breeching, which, when released,
remains with the carriage, so that lead or centre horses can be put in
the wheel without having to affix a new breeching.—Times.
Lucky, reflects the reader, since horses are not good at affixing
breechings. Write the drivers can put . . . horses . . . without
having to affix.
I cultivated a passionless and cold exterior, for I discovered that by
assuming such a character, certain otherwise crafty persons would talk
more readily before me.—corelli.
Write if I assumed \ or else / should induce certain . . . persons to
talk. It will be noticed that the mistake here, and often, is
analogous to the most frequent form of wrongly attached
participle (participle 5); the writer does not observe that he has
practically passed from the sphere of the sentence whose
subject was the word that he still allows to operate.
After following a country Church of England clergyman for a period of
half a century, a newly-appointed, youthful vicar, totally unacquainted
with rural life, comes into the parish, and at once commences to alter
the services of the Church, believed in by the parishioners for genera-
tions.—Daily Telegraph.
Grammar gives his, i.e., the new vicar's, as subject of following;
it is really either my or the parishioners'. Insert my or our,
or write After we (I) have followed.
I am sensible that by conniving at it it will take too deep root ever to
be eradicated.—Times.
Insert our, or write if connived at.
This was experienced by certain sensitive temperaments, either by
sensations which produced shivering, or by seeing at night a peculiar
light in the air.—Times.
Who or what sees ? Certainly not this, the main subject. Not
even temperaments, which have no eyes. Write Persons of
sensitive temperament experienced this, &c.
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